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Become EDI compliant with your suppliers or customers with online 
browser based EDI solution

Solution overview

Whether you’re looking for a solution to trade with your suppliers or as a supplier who needs to trade with 
multiple customers B2BE’s Web EDI solution allows buyers and suppliers to easily trade electronically 
simply and quickly.

The self-service, simple-to-use interface allows your business to support your customers’ EDI requirements quickly 
with no hardware. WebEDI is easy to use, accessible anywhere and means less manual documents and less errors.

User-Friendly Interface
Web EDI is browser-based, allowing the user to navigate seamlessly through the online browser-based interface, 
making electronic trading intuitive and efficient for both buyers and suppliers. Meaning, as a supplier it’s easy to 
comply with electronic trading or as a buyer you can set the rules and how the system should function.

Key Features



Multi Document Creation
Each trading partner has a different set of documents that may make up a transaction. This is easily configured 
based on each buyer’s requirements for electronic trading allowing the facilitate of exchange of orders, invoices 
and various business documents quickly and easily, streamlining communication between buyers and suppliers.

Rules Based
B2BE’s Web EDI is fully configurable and rules-based. Each document within a transaction set can be defined and 
the behaviour configured to ensure only valid variables can be entered or used to ensure accuracy when 
documents are created.

Complex transaction support
The Web EDI solution supports any transaction set, it can also support complex document requirements. Multiple 
POA’s, POC’s ASN’s and Invoices, for example. This can be configured based on the buyer’s business processes 
which reflects how a buyer buys and and expects goods to be shipped.

Alerts and Notifications
No one wants to watch an application all day. B2BE’s Web EDI can notify you as and when transactions are 
available so they can be managed promptly and you can spend your time focusing on other priorities.
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Easy to use
The system being browser based means it’s easy to use, intuitive and based on the buyer’s rules means 
documents and response documents are easy to create with no ambiguity which means the supply of 
goods is more efficient and faster.

Easy on-boarding of suppliers
If you’re a buyer the Web EDI solution enables you to offer an alternative way to trade with your 
supplier’s for suppliers who aren’t capable of full EDI trading or trade with you in a limited way, the long 
tail. On-boarding new suppliers is fast and simple and getting a new supplier up and running is a matter 
of minutes rather than days or weeks.

Easy on-boarding of customers
If you’re a supplier and you need to trade with your customers to either be compliant or to streamline 
some of your trading arrangements then Web EDI is similarly easy to add new customers to the 
environment so you can trade with them faster.

Full audit trail
Web EDI is fully auditable and maintains all the documents within the system so historical documents are 
available and if they form a part of a transaction set they’re linked so you can see documents you 
received and sent so the solution is fully auditable and easy to track and trace historic documents.

Access anywhere
As the Web EDI solution is browser-based this means you can access the system anywhere. Customer 
Service personnel can manage orders from the office and warehouse staff can manage elements of the 
transaction set from a warehouse.

Web EDI and EDI combined
SSome sellers can handle some documents within their ERP or business system so this can be a fully 
integrated EDI solution. Whereas, they may not be able to produce other documents easily or a third 
party shipper, for example handles certain aspects. As a supplier you need to still create these 
documents. The B2BE Web EDI and EDI solutions can work together so some elements are integrated 
whereas others are Web EDI based.

What you can achieve with B2BE's Web EDI 
solution

B2BE delivers electronic supply chain solutions globally, helping organisations to better manage their supply chain processes, providing greater levels of visibility, 

auditability and control. We’re driven by a passion for what we do, inspired by innovation, and underpinned by a wealth of knowledge. With over 20+ years of 

experience, the B2BE teams operate worldwide. 

For more information, visit https://www.b2be.com
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